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The Basics of Familiars
Oliver can swing a stick with a decent amount of force, but let’s face it—the lad
was built for spell-casting.When the battles get tough, he’s going to want someone
else to do the heavy fighting, and that’s where familiars come in. Raise them right,
and they’ll serve ably as your heroes’warriors, bodyguards, and companion
elemental trick performers.
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Recruiting Familiars
Each human party member can hold up to three familiars
at once, and these familiars will gain experience points
whether they’re actually used in battle or not. As a general
rule, you’ll want at least two usable familiars that you can
alternate between, with the third slot being saved for
familiars you’re trying to level up. You can also carry three
extra familiars in your reserves, which can be swapped
into your active party at any time outside of combat.
However, familiars in your reserves do not gain experience

Game Basics

You receive your first few familiars as part of the game’s
storyline, but after that, you’ll have to catch your own. After
Esther officially joins your party, you gain the ability to recruit
familiars by defeating creatures, impressing them with your
prowess, and then having Esther play her Serenade song to
lure them over to your team. Note that you don’t get to
choose which creatures you want to turn into familiars—
they’re the ones that choose you. The odds that a heart
will appear over the head of a defeated creature vary by
their type, landing at around 25 percent for the most docile
creatures and going down to 4 percent for rarer and more
powerful creatures. If you want a specific one, all you can do
is battle it over and over again until you get lucky.

Familiar Genuses
Milites
Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Most Compatible With

Attack, Evasion, Accuracy
Unconsciousness, Confusion
Poison, Curse
Oliver

Favorite Treat

Chocolate (Attack)

Bestiae
Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Most Compatible With

Evasion, Accuracy, Attack, Defense
Sleep
Blindness
Swaine

Favorite Treat

Ice Cream (Evasion)
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All of the game’s 300-plus familiars are divided into 14
different genuses. While there are differences from familiar
to familiar, members of the same genus typically share the
same strengths and resistances. Each genus also excels at
certain abilities and is likely to gain points in those abilities
more quickly than in other abilities. Each of your four
human party members specializes in dealing with certain
genuses, and your familiars will receive a 10 percent bonus
to their abilities when they’re being used by that particular
human. (When moving a familiar from one character to
another, look to the area above and to the right of that
character’s roster to see the icons showing which familiars
he or she is most compatible with.) While players should
definitely take advantage of that bonus when they can,
make sure each character has access to a good variety of
familiars. For example, Oliver may be most compatible
with aggressive fighters, but it’s still to your advantage
to make sure that he has access to an elemental trick
performing familiar, even if there’s no compatibility bonus.
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Aquatica
Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists

Vermes

—
Poison
Petrification
Esther

Most Compatible With

Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Pie (Accuracy)

Favorite Treat

Magical Attack, Evasion, Magical Defense
Unconsciousness
Poison
Oliver

Most Compatible With

Favorite Treat

Sundae (Magical Defense)
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Aves
Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists

Nymphae
Evasion, Accuracy, Magical Defense
Blindness
Sleep
Esther

Game Basics

Most Compatible With

Favorite Treat

Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Ice Cream (Evasion)

Minima
Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists

Accuracy, Attack, Magical Defense, Evasion
Sleep
Confusion
Marcassin

Favorite Treat

Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Pie (Accuracy)

Automata
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Most Compatible With

Most Compatible With

Favorite Treat

Cake (Magical Attack)

Favorite Treat

Chocolate (Attack)

Attack, Defense
Poison
Unconsciousness
Oliver

Most Compatible With

Arcana

Attack, Defense, Magical Attack
Stun, Nix
Sleep, Confusion, Poison
Swaine

Favorite Treat

Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Flan (Defense)

Flora
Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists

Marcassin

Most Compatible With

Dracones

Most Compatible With

Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists

Magical Defense, Evasion, Accuracy
Curse
Nix

Magical Defense, Defense, Magical Attack, Evasion, Accuracy
—
—
—

Most Compatible With

Favorite Treat

Cake (Magical Attack)

Daemonia
Defense, Magical Attack, Magical Defense
Curse
Stun
Esther

Favorite Treat

Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Flan (Defense)

Most Compatible With

Magical Attack, Magical Defense, Attack, Evasion
Petrification, Confusion
Unconsciousness, Curse
Marcassin

Favorite Treat

Sundae (Magical Defense)

Mortui
Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Most Compatible With

Nobilia
Magical Defense, Evasion, Attack, Defense
Petrification, Nix
Unconsciousness, Blindness
Swaine

Favorite Treat

Best Abilities
Weak To
Resists
Cake (Magical Attack)

—
—
—

Most Compatible With

—

Favorite Treat

Pie (Accuracy)
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Gaining New Tricks and Command Slots
To use a trick in combat, it must first be placed in a
command slot. Select the familiar from the Friends &
Familiars menu and press i to open up the Commands
option in order to allocate tricks into the command slots
from its list of known tricks. Familiars have a limited number
of command slots in which to place their tricks. Initially,
most familiars have only a single free command slot, but you
can unlock three additional command slots via some combination of leveling them up in combat, raising their familiarity
by giving them treats, and making them metamorphose.
Familiars can also only learn up to 8 tricks in their list of
known tricks. If you want your familiar to learn a new trick
once it reaches this limit, you must permanently replace
one of its existing tricks in that list.

Game Basics

All familiars can attack and use one pre-determined
command. They then have up to 4 other commands that
you can allot “tricks” to. Tricks are special attacks and
spell-like effects that familiars can use by spending their
master’s MP (magic points). Familiars learn new tricks at
predetermined levels, but players can also teach them
tricks by feeding them gems. Not every familiar can eat
every gem; the elemental nature of the gem needs to
agree with them. But most familiars are able to eat a wide
variety of gems. Gems are a great way to teach powerful
abilities to lower-level familiars who would otherwise be
useless in combat. Gems can’t be purchased or made in
the alchemy cauldron, but they are commonly found in
treasure chests and as task rewards.

The specifics vary for each familiar, so see the Familiars
chapter for details..

Familiars’ Celestial Signs

Some creatures always have the same sign, while others may
have a normal sign or its double variant, and a select few may
have three different signs—usually a normal sign, its double
variant, and the planet or double-planet sign. Normal signs
are usually the most common, with double signs appearing
less often and planet signs appearing only very rarely. Once a
creature joins you as a familiar, its celestial sign is set for life,
even if it metamorphoses into another form.

Celestial Sign Effects
SIGN

EFFECTS

Sun

+5% resistance to fire-type attacks and the sleep
ailment

Double Sun

+10% resistance to fire-type attacks and the
sleep ailment

Star

+5% resistance to storm-type attacks and the
poison ailment

Double Star

+10% resistance to storm-type attacks and the
poison ailment

Moon

+5% resistance to water-type attacks and the
confusion ailment

Double Moon

+10% resistance to water-type attacks and the
confusion ailment

Planet

+5% experience point bonus

Double Planet

+10% experience point bonus
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Each creature has one of four celestial signs—sun, star,
moon, or planet—that alters its special properties and
determines what treats it needs to eat to metamorphose
into new forms. Each sign also has a double version, which
increases the magnitude of its effects. Even when doubled,
the effects of signs are often modest compared to the
effects of elemental types (which we’ll cover in the “Basics
of Combat” section), but they can make all the difference
in a tough fight. The rarest signs are planet and double
planet, which are highly prized for the experience bonus
they provide to their lucky holder. The double-planet sign
is especially strong, as it offers bonuses against every other
sign (except the planet sign).
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Celestial Sign Relationships
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The planet sign works differently. A familiar with a
planet sign has no bonuses or penalties against any
familiars, except for a hefty 50 percent damage bonus
against familiars with a double-planet sign. Meanwhile, a
double-planet-sign familiar will enjoy a 10 percent damage
bonus against sun-, star-, and moon-sign familiars (and
their double variants) but has no particular advantage or
penalty against a planet-sign familiar.

Game Basics

Tip
The sun, moon, and star signs have a rock-paper-scissors
relationship, where sun beats moon, moon beats star,
and star beats sun. The result of this is that, in combat,
a sun-sign familiar will deal 20 percent extra damage to a
moon-type (or double-moon-type) familiar but 20 percent
less damage to a star-type (or double-star-type) familiar. If
the attacker has a double sign, the bonus and penalty will
both rise to 30 percent: For example, a double-star-sign
familiar will do 30 percent extra damage to a sun-type (or
double-sun-type) familiar and 30 percent less damage to a
moon-type (or double-moon-type) familiar.

Virtually all of the powerful enemies
that appear in bounty hunts have
the sun sign, so the sun-trumping
star sign (or better yet, the doublestar sign) is particularly valuable.
Note that normal bosses have no
sign at all.

Feeding Your Familiars
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On the course of your task you’ll acquire countless sweet
treats that can be fed to your familiars. Treats boost
a familiar’s primary ability and also an ability known as
familiarity, which reflects how much it likes you. Treats also
fill up your familiars, and they’ll refuse to eat if all 10 of the
circles that reflect their stomach capacity are full. The only
way to empty those circles is to work off those calories
in combat; each battle you participate in will remove one
circle of fullness from each of your familiars.
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You can boost each familiar’s abilities by a maximum of 50
points, spread as you choose across its six abilities. However,
you can’t just load them up with treats to give them all 50
points worth of boost right away. Each familiar has a familiarity bar that consists of five hearts; for each heart that fills
up, you can boost them a maximum of 10 ability points.

Feeding familiars treats will boost their familiarity, with
each new level of treat doubling the familiarity gains. Each
familiar also has a favorite type of treat (determined by
their genus—see the profiles in the “Familiar Genuses”
section above), and when you feed it that treat, pink
hearts will rise over its head and it will emit a happy squeal
that reflects the double familiarity bonus it receives. Filling
up the first familiarity heart is easy, but each one is harder
than the last, and to fill up the later hearts you’ll need to
feed your familiars lots of their favorite treats, even if
they’ve maxed out the number of bonus ability points they
can earn. Fortunately, you can buy low-level treats in bulk
amounts from any Hootique store, so even if the effect of
eating them is modest, you can at least keep your familiars
full and gradually raise their familiarity.

Once you acquire the alchemy cauldron, you can begin
turning the low-level store-bought treats into more
effective treats through alchemy. Most of the ingredients
you need to upgrade them are also sold at Hootiques.

Familiar Growth Patterns
You’ll notice that each entry in the “Familiars” chapter
of this book lists a “growth pattern.” Familiars with a
normal growth pattern gain roughly the same boost to
their primary abilities at every level, as is typical of leveling
systems. But there are two other types of growth patterns:
early risers and late bloomers. Early risers gain slightly
bigger ability boosts at lower levels and slightly smaller ones
at higher levels. They’re typically stronger than familiars
with a normal growth pattern until around level 40 or so,
at which point they begin to fall behind. Familiars with a
late-bloomer growth pattern are typically weaker at lower
levels but make up for lost time—and then some—at higher

levels. They’ll be outpaced by familiars with normal growth
patterns until around level 80 or so, at which point their
abilities will grow rapidly to leave all the other familiars in
the dust. Needless to say, early risers are great in the early
game, although players may want to develop some familiars
with normal growth patterns for use later in the game. Lateblooming familiars are really only recommended for players
who intend to complete all of the game’s optional content
and completely max out their familiars; other players will
beat the game long before the familiars would naturally
reach level 80.

Total Abilities of Mumbo Zombo (Normal Growth)
vs. Cap’n Zombo (Early Riser)

Total Abilities of Bone Brigadier (Normal Growth)
vs. Bone Baron (Late Bloomer)

Cap’n
Zombo

Bone
Brigadier
1600

1400

1400

1200

1200

800

TOTAL ABILITIES

TOTAL ABILITIES

1000
600
400
200
0

Bone
Baron

1

10

20

30

40

50 60
LEVEL

70

80

90

99

1000
800
600
400
200
0

1

10

20

30

40

50 60
LEVEL

70

80

90

99
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Mumbo
Zombo
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Familiar Metamorphosis
All familiars are a part of a familiar family that consists of
four variations. The base familiar metamorphoses into a
second-stage form, which can then metamorphose into
one of two different ultimate forms. You choose which
ultimate form you’d like it to metamorphose into; they’re
typically similar but differ in elemental resistances, growth
pattern, and their assortment of tricks.

Duncecap

Lv. 25

53
Attack
65
Defense
Magic Attack 79
Magic Defense 68
112
Evasion
80
Accuracy

Madcap

Lv. 1

Madcap

Lv. 99

Attack
Defense
Magic Attack
Magic Defense
Evasion
Accuracy

14
15
19
16
27
20

Attack
Defense
Magic Attack
Magic Defense
Evasion
Accuracy

253
289
314
285
377
306

Duncecap

Lv. 75

Madcap

Lv. 1

Madcap

Lv. 99

Attack
Defense
Magic Attack
Magic Defense
Evasion
Accuracy

140
169
202
177
279
205

Attack
Defense
Magic Attack
Magic Defense
Evasion
Accuracy

23
27
32
29
46
33

Attack
Defense
Magic Attack
Magic Defense
Evasion
Accuracy

270
310
338
306
409
329

Since metamorphoses of your familiars
resets them to level 1, it’s important not to
metamorphose them all at once, lest you be
left with a team of very low-level second-stage
familiars that will require extensive amounts of
grinding. Stagger your metamorphosis so every
character has at least one high-level familiar
to hold down the fort while the newly changed
familiars regain their strength.
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The level at which a familiar can go through metamorphosis
varies by familiar, but the first metamorphose can usually
happen somewhere between levels 10 and 20. When the
second form reaches somewhere between level 28 and 35,
it will be able to metamorphose into its ultimate form. To
metamorphose a familiar the first time, you need to give it
a treat known as a drop that matches its sign. For example,
a familiar with the sun sign (or double-sun sign) needs to be
given a sundrop. For the second metamorphosis, you need
a more rare jumbo sundrop.

Once you metamorphose a familiar, its new form begins
back at level 1. While it will keep all of the bonus abilities
it’s earned from eating treats, most of its strength will
be lost. However, the higher the level of the familiar you
metamorphose, the stronger its next form will be. The
change isn’t hugely significant, but a familiar who enters its
second form from a very high level will always be 10–20
points stronger than a familiar who metamorphoses at
its earliest possible opportunity. For the purposes of
playing through the game, you should metamorphose
your familiars as soon as you can, so you can get started
building up their new forms early. But if your goal is to
absolutely max out the power of a familiar, you’ll want to
do all your metamorphoses at high levels.
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So Which Familiars Are Best?
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There are more than 300 familiars in Ni no Kuni, but
because of the time and expense required to level them
up and boost their abilities with treats, most players will
want to stick with a small pool of their favorites. For the
most part, the familiars in the game are well balanced; you
can choose to play the ones you like best without having
to worry that they’ll be dramatically outclassed by new
familiars that become available later. That said, not all
familiars will be equally effective at fulfilling the roles your
particular party needs. When you’re trying to decide if a
new familiar is worthy of your starting lineup, there are a
few things you should look at:

• Abilities Balance—While versatile familiars are
helpful in the early hours of the game, you’ll eventually
want familiars who excel at clearly defined roles, such
as front-line fighter, elemental trick-performer, and
defense-focused tank. These roles don’t require high
scores in every ability, so look for familiars whose
abilities are a good match with their apparent role.
Elemental trick-performing familiars will need high
magical attack scores and solid defense and magical
defense scores, but abilities like attack, accuracy,
and attack speed are almost completely irrelevant.
Conversely, front-line fighters benefit from high scores
in pretty much everything except for magical attack,
while defensive “tank” familiars will ideally have high
defense, magical defense, and evasion scores, and useful
elemental resistances (particularly to physical damage).
• Predetermined Command—Be wary of familiars
who have the Psyche Up! command in place of a
defensive command like Defend! or Evade!. While
using Psyche Up! and Go Wild! can be an effective
way of maximizing your damage potential, these
familiars have no way to defend themselves against
the extremely damaging attacks of late-game bosses.
In the latter half of the game, look for opportunities
to replace Psyche Up! familiars with familiars who
are capable of complying when giving an All-Out
Defense! order.

• Elemental Properties—Your familiar team should
include performing who are capable of performing
powerful tricks with the water, fire, and storm
elemental types, so that you can exploit the elemental
weaknesses of a wide variety of bosses and bounty
hunt targets. (It’s nice to have access to light- and
dark-type spells as well, but that’s much less essential.)
If you’re missing a good elemental trick familiar who
specializes in any of those types, you should jump at
the chance when a new recruit offers the potential
to fill that hole in your lineup. It’s also nice to have
a variety of familiars (particularly front-line fighters)
who are resistant to each of the elemental types. But
the best resistance of all is to physical damage; that’s
a trait that’s usually only seen in automata and mortui
familiars, and it makes them fantastic as “tanks” that
can absorb the damage dealt by physical attackers.
• Growth Pattern—Unless you’re determined to
absolutely maximize the potential of your familiars
by raising them to extremely high levels before
you metamorphose them, you’ll find that the most
effective familiars are the ones that are early risers
in their first two forms and follow a normal growth
pattern for their third and final form.
• Celestial Sign—When all else is equal, ask your
potential recruits, “What’s your sign?” The fast growth
of planet and especially double-planet familiars makes
them ideal, and familiars with the star (or better yet,
double-star) sign are probably second best, due to
their ability to trump the signs of most bounty hunt
targets. Moon is probably the weakest sign, since the
confusion effect is rare, and those familiars will be the
least effective against bounty hunt targets.
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